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Abstract
Electroluminescence power profiles and 2D micropatterns have been obtained from
InAsSb/InAs planar LEDs tuned at several wavelengths within the 3–5 µm band. Light
confined to a small region around the top opaque contact was observed (cw mode, I > 10 mA,
T = 300 K). A computer simulation showed that the reason behind the decrease of the emitting
area is the current crowding that ensures non-uniform injection into the active region. The
effect becomes more apparent in longer wavelength devices (emitting areas of 3.4 and 4.2 µm
emitting devices are related as >10 : 1), providing direct evidence that the current crowding is
affected by the bandgap energy of an active layer.

by forming a region of high current density in the vicinity
of the top contact [8–10], resulting in a reduction of the
effective emitting area [2, 10] and the local overheating of
a structure [2, 10, 11]. As a result, this phenomenon causes
the internal quantum efficiency to decrease [12, 13] as well as
a catastrophic degradation of the device [14]. Since the reason
behind the CC lies in the interaction of the lateral current
component with the sheet resistances of a many-layer diode
structure, numerous efforts in minimizing CC are focused
on the resistance and thickness of the substrate, cladding or
spreading layer, as well as contact geometry. Contrary to
this tendency, in what follows, the CC is analyzed in terms
of the bandgap energy Eg of the active layer in LEDs that
are tuned at several wavelengths within the 3–5 µm band.
We show both theoretically and experimentally that the CC is
most pronounced in the longer-wavelength emitting devices,
making the conventional planar LED design inefficient for
application to fields that require intense IR light.

1. Introduction
A key challenge for infrared (IR) light emitting diode (LED)
development is in accessing power output >10 mW in the
3–5 µm band, where a potential exists for applications in
dynamic IR scene projection technology [1, 2]. To this
end, IR LEDs have attracted a lot of attention due to a
very short time constant, the ability to simulate cold [3, 4]
and hot scenes and easy fabrication. These devices form
a platform for photonic ‘synthetic’ scene projectors that are
capable of competing with advanced thermal microemitter
technology [5] in testing IR sensors, including forwardlooking missile warning systems, search-and-track devices and
missile seekers. However, the current generation of IR LEDs
enables power outputs of about 1 mW at room temperature [6],
and, therefore, these devices cannot simulate targets with hot
engine exhausts or rocket plumes. One reason that limits
the output power of IR LEDs is the non-radiative Auger
recombination of carriers. This process ensures the internal
quantum efficiency of uncooled devices to be as low as 20%
(<0.03% the external efficiency due to refractive losses at a flat
LED surface [7]), causes sub linear light-current dependences
[2], and makes LEDs operate at high current density only in
a pulsed mode. The attempts to increase the power emitted
by scaling up dimensions of the junction area do not boost the
output significantly because of a problem posed by ‘current
crowding’ (CC). In planar structures, the CC manifests itself
0268-1242/08/085004+03$30.00

2. Experiment
The LEDs obtained from an industrial manufacturer were
InAsSbP/InAsSb double heterostructures grown on 200 µm
thick p-InAs substrates (ps ∼ 1018 cm−3) by liquid phase
epitaxy.
The structures consisted of a 0.5 µm thick
p-InAsSbP confining (pc ∼ 1017 cm−3) layer, a 2 µm thick
n-InAsSb active (na ∼ 2 × 1016 cm−3) layer and a 5 µm
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of a structure are neutral, and that the diffusion component
of the current may be neglected. Therefore, the potential
distribution follows from the Laplace equation, while the local
current density is connected to the potential gradient via the
Ohm law. The p–n junction was represented as a laterally
distributed nonlinear resistor (Rj) with a diode-like current–
voltage (I–V) dependence I = I0 [exp(Vj /mVT ) − 1], where
I0 is the saturation current, Vj the voltage drop across the
junction, m the ideality factor and VT the thermal voltage.
The contact resistance was ignored and the condition m = 1
was supposed to be valid. In such approximations, the only
difference between the structures tuned at different λp was
the I0 value that is connected to the square of intrinsic carrier
concentration ni with the concentration being dependent
on a

material bandgap energy I0 ∼ n2i ∼ exp(−Eg ) .
Figure 1(b) shows the cross-section of an LED structure
and two possible current paths from the n to p contact. As
Rn1 < Rn2 , Rp1 + Rps1 = Rp2 + Rps2 , then the voltage drop
across the junction 1 is higher than that of the junction 2. Due
to the nonlinear nature of the junction resistance, the inequality
Rj1 < Rj2 becomes valid at Vj1 > mVT. Moreover, the higher
the forward-biased voltage, the more preferable is the vertical
current path (I1 > I2) and the current crowds more effectively
under the top contact.
Figure 1. (a) Micrograph of an LED with the top point p-contact,
(b) equivalent circuit model, real layer thicknesses are shown in the
text and (c) current density profiles in devices tuned at different λp
(along the diagonal crossing, theory).

4. Results and discussion
The lateral distribution of the current density in the active
region of LEDs tuned at different λp is shown in figure 1(c).
There are two specific features in this figure. At a low forward
bias (I < 10 mA), the CC effect is negligible in all LEDs and the
current spreads practically over the whole emitting region; the
current density at the perimeter is only 7–12% less (depending
on the Eg) than that in the center. This is due to the fact that at
a low voltage the relation Rj1 ∼
= Rj2 remains valid (there is no
junction barrier and depletion length modulation) and of the
two current routes the central one is only slightly preferable
since Rn1  Rn2. At a higher bias, a stronger dependence
of the CC on the injection current comes from the nonlinear
resistance of a junction that exponentially decreases when the
voltage increases. As Vj1 > Vj2, it is apparent that the higher
the applied voltage, the stronger is the inequality Rj1 < Rj2, and
the central current route through the junction 1 becomes more
preferable; at I = 40 mA, the current density at the perimeter of
the emitting area decreases by 1.5–4.5 times. Most important
is that at the longer wavelength emitting devices, the CC
effect is stronger and the magnitude of the injection current
at the perimeter of a device is much lower. This trend is the
direct effect of the dependence of the junction resistance on a
material bandgap: at a longer wavelength emitting LED with
a lower junction resistance, the n-confining layer cannot serve
simultaneously as a spreading layer.
Figure 2 illustrates how the CC modifies the light pattern
and prevents IR LEDs from having a large emitting area.
Shown in figure 2(a) is the diagonal crossing of light emitted
by several devices at I = 40 mA. The central dip at the curves
and maps is due to the top contact that prevents some of the
light from passing through the contact area while the non-zero

thick n-InAsSbP confining (nc ∼ 2 × 1017 cm−3) transparent
layer. Their advantage consisted of the fact that the peakemitting wavelength (λp) could be tailored over a 3–5 µm
band only by changing the Sb content (which determines
the bandgap value) in the active layer. The emitting chip
(figure 1(a)) was packaged into the TO-39 case as a substratedown planar 450 µm square structure with a top centrallylocated metal contact (d = 100–150 µm). The point of
interest lies in the lateral distribution of current in the active
layer (computer simulation) and spatial non-uniformity of light
(experimental micro mapping) in the devices tuned at different
λp and operating in the pulsed mode (160 ms pulse duration)
at T ∼ 300 K. The light pattern in four LEDs (λp = 3.4, 3.6,
3.8, 4.2 µm) was mapped by a test system based on an IR
camera operating in a 3–5 µm band while Joule heating was
monitored by an 8–12 µm camera. Used in conjunction with
an IR microscope, this two-band set-up has been routinely
achieving the 10 µm lateral scanning step [2, 8]. To minimize
the LEDs overheating caused by the CC and non-radiative
recombination (<0.1 ◦ C), the study was limited by the 40 mA
bias current which is a recommended value for the cw mode.

3. Model
The lateral distribution of current density in the active layer
of a device was simulated using the finite-element approach.
It was assumed that the electric charges are localized in the
space-charge region of the junction, that the other regions
2
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electronic effect that is connected to the nonlinear resistance of
p–n junction drastically affects the performance of red-shifted
LEDs. Our calculations and tests have shown that devices
made of a narrower bandgap material (λp = 4.2 µm) have
much less uniform injected current density, compared to those
with a wider bandgap value (λp = 3.4 µm). Therefore, this
leads to a catastrophic decrease in the effectively emitting
area (emitting areas of 3.4 and 4.2 µm emitting devices are
related as >10:1) as well as a higher local heating in redshifted devices. Finally, the lateral thermal gradient may
cause thermal lensing and uncontrollable deformation of the
light pattern. Such observations can lead to an improved
device design with a larger emitting area, more uniform current
density in the confining layers, a lesser thermal gradient in the
active region and, lastly, a higher efficiency at an extreme
operation mode. In our opinion, the room for improvement is
limited due to the trade-off between CC impact and optical
transparency of the top confining layer. The calculation
shows that for 4.2 µm LEDs the five-fold increase in doping
level or thickness of the layer causes only slightly uniform
current spreading (Id/ID = 2.25 compared to Id/ID = 5
in the LED under test). However, it results in the five-fold
increase of absorption coefficient due to activation of the free
carrier absorption.
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signal in the dip is due to reflection of a Lambertian light
pattern by the contact. When conditionally determined as the
distance from the center of the top contact to the position of
half maximum of power emitted, the CC lengths were >300,
300, 220, and only 100 µm for the devices emitting at 3.4, 3.6,
3.8 and 4.2 µm, respectively. Such light that is confined to a
small region around the top non-transparent contact causes the
emitting area to catastrophically decrease in longer wavelength
devices (figure 2(b)). When subtracting the size of the top
contact platform, the effective emitting area is compared with
a LED surface in both of the shorter wavelength emitting
devices, but it decreases by half (48%) in 3.8 µm LEDs and
finally reduces to 7% in 4.2 µm LEDs.
Of two ways toward increasing the emitting area in
longer wavelength LEDs (increasing the doping density or
the thickness of the n-type confining layer), layer thickness
control appears to be preferable.
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5. Conclusions
This study has provided direct evidence of the material
bandgap effect on the CC in 3–5 µm InAsSb/InAs planar
LEDs through the observation of spatial non-uniformity
of light in the micro scale. It has been experimentally
demonstrated that in structures with a centrally located top
contact, the modification of the light pattern by the CC
cannot be neglected even at current as low as 40 mA
which is a recommended value for cw operation. This pure
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